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Abstract 

 
The Universal Networking Language (UNL) deals with the communication across nations of 
different languages and involves with many different related discipline such as linguistics, 
epistemology, computer science etc. It helps to overcome the language barrier among people of 
different nations to solve problems emerging from current globalization trends and geopolitical 
interdependence. We are working to include Bangla language in the UNL system so that Bangla 
language can be converted to UNL expressions. As a part of this process currently we are 
working on Bangla Consonant Ended Verb Roots and trying to develop lexical or dictionary 
entries for the Consonant Ended Verb Roots.  In this paper, we have presented our work by 
describing Bangla verb, Verb root, Verbal Inflections and then finally showed the dictionary 
entries for the consonant ended roots. 
 
Keywords: Universal Networking Language, Verb Root, Consonant Ended Verb Root, Vowel 
Ended Verb Root, Verbal Inflections, Dictionary Entry 

 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 

 
Universal Networking Language (UNL) is a declarative formal language specifically designed to 
represent semantic data extracted from natural language texts. It can be used as a pivot 
language in inter-lingual machine translation systems or as a knowledge representation language 
in information retrieval applications. Currently, the UNL includes 16 languages [1], which are the 
six official languages of the United Nations (Arabic, Chinese, English, French, Russian and 
Spanish), in addition to the ten other widely spoken languages (German, Hindi, Italian, 
Indonesian, Japanese, Latvian, Mongol, Portuguese, Swahili and Thai). In the last few years, 
machine translation techniques have been applied to web environments. The growing amount of 
available multilingual information on the Internet and the Internet users has led to a justifiable 
interest on this area. Hundreds of millions of people of almost all levels of education, attitudes 
and different jobs all over the world use the Internet for different purposes [2], where English is 
the main language of the Internet. But English is not understandable for most of the people. 
Interlingua translation programs are needed to develop. The main goal of the UNL system, which 
allows users to visualize websites in their native languages, is to provide a common 
representation for accessing Internet of multilingual websites by the majority of the people over 
the world. For this common representation, lexical (dictionarical) knowledge is a critical issue in 
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natural language processing systems, where the development of large-scale lexica with specific 
formats capable of being used by distinguished applications, in particular to multilingual systems, 
has been given special focus. Our goal is to include Bangla in this system with less effort. To do 
so we have working on UNL, Bangla Grammar and then the step by step process for including 
Bangla in the UNL system. As a part of the process, in this paper, we have explained and 
described Bangla Verb, Verb Root especially Consonant Ended Verb Root, Verbal Inflections, 
etc. and dictionary entries of Consonant Ended Verb Roots and their Verbal Inflections. 
The organization of this paper is as follow: In Section 2 we describe the Research Methodology, 
Section 3 has the detail about UNL, Section 4 describes Bangla grammar especially verb, verb 
roots, etc. in detail. In Section 5 and 6 we discuss about the dictionary entries which we have 
designed and developed to convert Bangla sentence. Finally, Section 7 draws conclusions with 
some remarks on future works.    
 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

For converting Bangla sentence to UNL expressions firstly, we have gone through Universal 
Networking Language (UNL) [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8] where we have learnt about UNL expression, 
Relations, Attributes, Universal Words, UNL Knowledge Base, Knowledge Representation in 
UNL, Logical Expression in UNL, UNL systems and specifications of Enconverter. All these are 
key factors for preparing Bangla word dictionary, enconversion and deconversion rules in order to 
convert a natural language sentence (here Bangla sentence)  into UNL expressions. Secondly, 
we have rigorously gone through the Bangla grammar [9, 10, 11], Verb and roots (Vowel ended 
and Consonant Ended) [9, 10, 12], Morphological Analysis [12, 13, 14], Primary suffixes [9, 10, 
14, 15], construction of Bangla sentence [9] based on semantic structure. Using above references 
we extort ideas about Bangla grammar for morphological and semantic analysis in order to 
prepare Bangla word dictionary (for verb root, verbal inflections, etc)in the format of UNL provided 
by the UNL center of the UNDL Foundation. 
 

3. UNIVERSAL NETWORKING LANGUAGE 

The UNL is an acronym for “Universal Networking Language”. It is a computer language that 
enables computers to process information and knowledge across the language barriers. It is an 
artificial language that replicates, in the cyber world, the functions of natural languages in human 
communication. As a result, it enables people to express all knowledge conveyed by natural 
languages. It also enables computer to intercommunicate, thus providing people with a linguistic 
infrastructure for distributing, receiving and understanding multilingual information. [4] 
 
The UNL expresses information or knowledge in the form of semantic network with hyper-node. 
Different from natural languages, UNL expressions are unambiguous. In the UNL semantic 
network, nodes represent concepts, and arcs represent relations between concepts. Concepts 
can be annotated. Since the UNL is a language for computers, it has all the components of a 
natural language. It is composed of words expressing concepts called “Universal Words”, also 
referred to as UWs which are inter-linked with other UWs to form sentences. These links, known 
as “relations”, specify role of each word in a sentence. The subjective meaning intended by the 
speaker can be expressed through “attributes”. 
 
The “Knowledge Base (UNLKB)” is provided to define semantics of UWs. The UNLKB defines 
every possible relation between concepts including hierarchical relations and inference 
mechanism based on inclusion relations between concepts. Thus, the UNLKB provides semantic 
background of the UNL to make sure the meaning of the UNL expressions is unambiguous. 
 
In the last few years, Machine Translation (MT) techniques have been applied to web 
environments. The growing amount of available multilingual information on the Internet and the 
Internet users has led to a justifiable interest on this area. Hundreds of millions of people of 
almost all levels of education, attitudes and different jobs all over the world use the Internet for 
different purposes [3], where English is the main language of the Internet. But English is not 
understandable for most of the people. Interlingua translation programs are needed to develop. 
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The main goal of the UNL system, which allows users to visualize websites in their native 
languages, is to provide a common representation for accessing Internet of multilingual websites 
by the majority of the people over the world.   A significant part of the development of any 
machine translation (MT) system is the creation of lexical resources that the system will use. 
Dictionaries are of critical importance in MT. They are the largest components of an MT system in 
terms of the amount of information they hold. Generation of natural language from a machine 
processable, precise knowledge representation has to grapple with the problem of redundancy 
and impreciseness inherent in any natural language. In the UNL System [4], natural language 
analysis has been carried out by the EnConverter (EnCo) [7] associated with Word Dictionary of a 
native language and language specific analysis rules that converts a native language text into 
UNL expression and DeConverter (DeCo) [8] also associated with Word Dictionary that converts 
UNL expression to a variety of native languages using language specific generation rules. Our 
goal is to include Bangla in this system with less effort and we have been working for the last 4 
years to achieve our goal. As a part of this process we are presently working on the process to 
include Bangla Consonant Ended Verb Root in the dictionary so that any Bangla sentence having 
consonant ended verb toots can be converted to UNL expression. In the following sections we 
have described the process more elaborately.   
 

4. BANGLA VERB, VERB ROOT, VERB INFLECTIONS 

Bangla or Bengali (�����, pronounce as bangla) is an eastern Indo-Aryan language. It is native to 

the region of eastern South Asia known as Bengal, which comprises present day Bangladsh, the 
Indian state of West Bengal and parts of the Indian states of Tripura and Asam. It is sixth widely 
spoken language in the world with more than 230 million speakers. Bengala is written in a script 
called the Bengali script. Like other Indian languages, the letters in the Bengali script are grouped 
together based on the way they are pronounced. The first 11 letters are all vowels followed by 
consonants and finally the semi vowels. The consonants are grouped based on how they are 
pronounced. First comes the velar consonants, then the palatal, the retroflex, the dental, and the 
labial consonants. 
 
As in this paper we have concentrated on Consonant ended verb root, lets discuss on bangla 
verb and related terms before describing our work. 
 

2.1 Verb (����) 

Bangla verbs are highly inflected and are regular with only few exceptions. They consist of a stem 
and an ending; they are traditionally listed in Bangla dictionaries in their "verbal noun" form, which 

is usually formed by adding –a(�) to the stem, for instance, ���� (rakha) = "to put or place". The 

stem can end in either a vowel or a consonant. Verbs are conjugated for tense and person by 
changing the endings, which are largely the same for all verbs. However, the stem vowel can 
often change as part of the phenomenon known as “vewel harmony”, whereby one vowel can be 
influenced by other vowels in the word to sound more harmonious. An example would be the verb 

"to write", with stem lekh-: �	�
��  ��� (tomra likho) meaning “you (pl.) write” but �
�� ���� (amra 

likhi) meaning “we write”. 
 
Bangla language has more than 30000 [9] verbs. Diversity of verb morphology in Bangla is very 

significant. For example, if we consider “���” (likh means write) as a root word then after adding 

verbal inflexion “�	��” (itechhi), we get a word “�����	��” (likhitechhi means am writing) which 

means a work is being doing  in present (for first person). Similarly, after adding inflexion 

“�	����
” (itechhilam) we get the word “�����	����
”(likhitechhilam means was writing) which 

means a work was being done in past. Here, one word represents present continuous tense of 

the root word “���” (likh) and another represents past continuous tense. Therefore, by 

morphological analysis we get the grammatical attributes of the main word and other attributes. 
For this reason we have applied morphological analysis for different persons with different 
transformations to find out the actual meaning of the word. Morphological analysis of Bangla 
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verbs has been considered in different works [1, 2]. We show some data for root verbs �� (go) 

shown in  Table 1. 

 
TABLE 1: Morphology of root verb �� (go) 

As verbs come from roots and verbal inflexios, for appropriate morphological analysis, we have 
divide Bangla verb roots into two categories. 
 

• Vowel Ended Roots: In Bangla there are around 25 vowel ended roots e.g �� (pa),�� 
(kha),�� (ga), �� (cha), �� (chha), �� (ni), �� (di), �� (ja), ���  (chhu), �� (thu), � (shu), �� (ddhu), 
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� (n), �� (dhu), �� (nu), � (ru), � (h), �� (dha), �� (na), �� (ba), � (ko), � (bo), � (ro) and � 

(sho). 
 

• Consonant Ended Roots: There are around   around 1500   consonant ended roots in 

Bangla Language. For examples, �� (kor), ��  (khel), �! (gor), "# (gosh), �� (bokh), �$ 
(koh), ��  (gil), ��# (pish), �%� (shikh), ��� (likh), �� (dhor), &' (ut), ��( (buj), )�   (vul) etc. 

are consonant ended roots. 
 

5. Our Proposed Template for Consonant Ended Verb Roots 

For appropriate morphological analysis and designing template of verb roots,  verb roots have 
been divided into two broad categories according to tenses and persons namely Vowel Ended 
Group (VEG) and Consonant Ended Group (CEG). Each of them again divided into sub-groups.  
Categorization of Consonant Ended Groups are shown in the following tables. (for first person 
only) 

 

    Consonant Ended Roots 

  Tenses �*,��,�+,�#,���,,��-,�� ,�!,� ,".,"#,�"�#, 

�.,�!,��,� ,�#,��/,�!,� ,���0,���,,1-,1*,1�, 

2 ,3�,40,4 ,50,�50,�5 ,�56,7 ,8 ,�*,� ,���,��, 

�6,�!,��,9 ,�9 ,�0,��,�:,� ,�6,��,,��!, 

�� ,)(,)�,
(,
 ,�
 ,�.,�6,���-, 

�!,��-,���,��,����,���,���,�., ��,���,�� ,�;�,�6,�"�# 

P
re

s
e
n
t 

Present Indef  

Present Cont  �� 

Present 
Perfect  

 <�� 

Imperative * 

P
a
s
t 

Past Indef  ��
 

Past Habitual  	�
 

Past Cont. ����
 

Past Perfect   <����
 

F
u
tu

re
 

Future Indef. ���, � 

Imperative * 

    Group  CEG1 

 
TABLE 2:  Variations of Consonant Ended Roots and their Verbal Inflexions of CEG1 for First Person 
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TABLE 3  Variations of Consonant Ended Roots and their Verbal Inflexions of CEG2 and CGE3 for First 
Person 

 

    Consonant Ended Roots 

  Tenses ��0,��,,��.,�6,����,����,���=,���>,���-,��,,��.,��!,��?@,��+,��.,��-,���1,���A ,��=��>,��C,�� ,"��., 

"�*,���,,���,��.,��-,�� ,���0,���.,���>,��!,��:,1��0,1�D,1��,2��, 3��0,3�!, 3��-,3� , 4�:, 5��, 5�6, 

7�0,8�0,8� ,	�/,	�-,��0,��*,��D,��C,����,���E,���,��,,��!, ��* ,��0,��!,��/,���,9��> ,9��- 
,9��6,9�., 9�!, ���0, ���,, ���.,���E,��F,��(,��.,��!, ��6,)��(,)�D, )�G,)�H@ ,)�(, )�:, )�C, )����6, 

)�6, 
��, 
�D, 
�H@,  
�(, 
�!, 
�/ ,
�:,
�-,
��,��,,����,���,��D, ��D,��>, %�:, %�6, ��(, ���.,��E,��:, 

���, ���0,���,,��(,��.,��:,���,��6 

P
re

s
e
n
t 

Pre Ind   

Present 
Cont 

�� 

Prese 
Perf 

��0><��      <�� 

Imperative * 

P
a
s
t 

Past Indef  ��
 

Past Habit  	�
 

Past Conti ����
 

Past 
Perfect  

��0><�� <����
 

F
u
tu

re
 Future 

Indef 
� 

Imperative * 

    Group CEG4 

 
TABLE 4:  Variations of Consonant Ended Roots and their Verbal Inflexions of CEG4 for First Person 

 
 

    Consonant Ended Roots 

 Tenses �$,�$,��,��,�� �� 
P

re
se

n
t 

Present Indef    

Present Cont �	�� * 

Present Perfect  I��� * 

Imperative * * 

P
as

t 

Past Indefinite  ��
 * 

Past Habitual 	�
 * 

Past Continuous �	����
 * 

Past Perfect I�����
 * 

F
u
tu

re
 

Future Indefinite �, ��� * 

Imperative * * 

    
Group  CEG2 Group CEG3 
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    Consonant Ended Roots 

  Tenses ��:,���,,�� ,�"�,��:,���,��� !,�1/,�1:,J0,J-,��C, 

��(,��.,��#,�9�,��E,�)(,�)!,�
.,�
 ,�
+,���,�%�,��,  

�	 
P

re
s
e
n
t 

Pres. Indef.   

Pres. Cont  �� * 
Pres. Perf.      <�� * 
Imperative * * 

P
a
s
t 

Past Indef  ��
 * 
Past Habit. 	�
 * 
Past Cont.  ����
 * 
Past Perf. <����
 * 

F
u
tu

re
 Fut Indef � * 

Imperative * 
* 

    Group CEG5 
Group 
CEG6 

Table 5:  Variations of Consonant Ended Roots and their Verbal Inflexions of CEG5 and CEG6 for First 
Person 

 

    Consonant Ended Roots 

  Tenses &',&!,&C,K� >,K>,K.,K�,���(,���.,���!,��>,�� ,L�(,LM,L ,"��.,"�,, "��, ��0, 

�� : ,�� #,��� !, ��.,��!,�� ,1�.,1�!,3�  ,4� 0, 4� .,5� 0,5� 6,7� C, 8� 0, 8�� !, 8�  , 	�  , 

	� #,�� ,��#,���0,��:,���F,���/,��F,��!,���,��#,9�� 0, 9�� !, 9� ., 9�  , ���(, 

��(,��N,��:,�� ,)� D,)�  ,
�F,
�!,
�/ ,
�>,��, �E,��., ��O, ��0, �E, �:,�# 

P
re

s
e
n
t 

Present Indef.   
Present Cont  �� 
Present Perfect       <�� 
Imperative * 

P
a
s
t 

Past Indef  ��
 
Past Habitual  	�
 
Past Cont. ����
 
Past Perfect  <����
 

F
u
tu

re
 

Future Indef. � 
Imperative * 

    Group CEG7 
Table 6:  Variations of Consonant Ended Roots and their Verbal Inflexions of CEG7 for First Person 
 

We have also developed such template for second and third person also. 
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6. OUR PROPOSED TEMPLATE FOR DICTIONARY ENTRIES  

The template that has been developed in this paper for Bangla verb roots is depicted bellow: 
 
[HW] {} “UW(icl/iof…>concept1>concept2…, REL1>…,REL2>…,” (ROOT, VEND/CEND 
[,ALT/ ALT1/ALT2..] VEGn/CEGn, #REL1, #REL2, … <FLG, FRE, PRI> 
 
where, 

• HW← Head Word (Bangla Word; in this case it is Bangla root); 

• UW← Universal Word (English word from knowledge base); 
• icl/iof/… means inclusion/instance of …to represent the concept of universal word 

• REL1/REL2.., indicates the related relations regarding the corresponding word. 

• ROOT ← It is an attribute for Bangla roots. This attribute is immutable for all Bangla roots. 

• CEND and VEND are the attributes for consonant ended and vowel ended roots 
respectively as every root is ended either with consonant or vowel;    

• VEGn ← means attribute for the group number of vowel ended roots 

• CEGn ← means attribute for the group number of consonant ended roots  

• ALT, ALT1, ALT2 etc. are the attributes for the first, second and third alternatives of the 
vowel or consonant ended roots respectively. If the root is default, then no alternative is 
used. 

• #REF1, #REF2 etc. are the possible corresponding relations regarding the root word. 
 
Here, attributes say, ROOT, CEND/VEND are fixed for all Bangla roots whereas ALT or ALT1 or 
ALT2 etc. does not necessary for all roots, they are used only for alternative roots.  
 
In the following examples we are constructing the dictionary entries for some sample Bangla 
roots using our designed template: 
 

[��,]{}“do(icl>do, agt>thing, obj>process)” (ROOT, CEND, CEG1, #OBJ, 

#AGT,#PLC)<B,0,0> 

[��0]{}“draw(icl>get>do,equ>reap,src>thing,agt>thing,obj>thing)”(ROOT,CEND, 

CEG4,#AGT,#OBJ,#PLC) <B,0,0> 

[��:]{}“buy(icl>get>do,cob>thing,src>thing,agt>person,obj>thing)”(ROOT, 

CEND,CEG5,#AGT,#OBJ,#PLC)<B,0,0> 

 
where, ROOT denotes Bangla root, CEND for consonant ended root, CEG for consonant ended 
group. #AGT, #OBJ and  #PLC indicate that concerned headwords can be used to make agent 
(agt), object (obj) and place (plc) relation respectively. Similarly, other entries have been 
developed according to the format discussed above. 
 

  
7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

We have shown dictionary entries for Bangla Consonant Ended Roots that are useful for 
conversion of Bangla sentences to UNL expression. So with this we have developed dictionary 
entries for both i.e. vowel ended and consonant ended verb roots. Now in future we’ll work on 
developing rules for these and then we’ll use the en- converter to see the result. 
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